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Elements of Photonics Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Provides a particularly good discussion of the electromagnetics of light in bounded media (i.e., fibers).

    * The only book that treats the two complementary topics, fiber and integrated optics.
    * A careful and thorough presentation of the topics that make it well suited for self-study.
    * Includes numerous figures,...
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Maple By Example, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2005
"Overall, I found the book very nice to read and easy to follow. All major aspects of Maple that a novice to intermediate user would come across are covered." 
- Laurent Bernard, Maplesoft, Inc.

"The book is eminently readable with a good narrative style and a good blend of didactic exposition followed by the relevant...
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Mathematical Methods for Mechanics: A Handbook with MATLAB ExperimentsSpringer, 2008
The interaction between mathematics and mechanics is a never ending source of new developments. This present textbook includes a wide –ranging spectrum of topics from the three body problem and gyroscope theory to bifurcation theory, optimization, control and continuum mechanics of elastic bodies and fluids. For each of the covered topics the...
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Partial Differential Equations: Modelling and Numerical Simulation (Computational Methods in Applied Sciences)Springer, 2008
This book is dedicated to Olivier Pironneau.
For more than 250 years partial differential equations have been clearly the most important tool available to mankind in order to understand a large variety of phenomena, natural at first and then those originating from human activity and technological development. Mechanics, physics and their...
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Fuzzy Control Systems Design and Analysis: A Linear Matrix Inequality ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	A comprehensive treatment of model-based fuzzy control systems


	This volume offers full coverage of the systematic framework for the stability and design of nonlinear fuzzy control systems. Building on the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, authors Tanaka and Wang address a number of important issues in fuzzy control systems, including...
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Underwater Robots (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2013

	This book, now at the third edition, addresses the main control aspects in underwater manipulation tasks. The mathematical model with significant impact on the control strategy is discussed. The problem of controlling a 6-degrees-of-freedoms autonomous underwater vehicle is deeply investigated and a survey of fault detection/tolerant...
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The IBM Style Guide: Conventions for Writers and Editors (IBM Press)IBM Press, 2011

	The IBM Style Guide distills IBM wisdom for developing superior content: information that is consistent, clear, concise, and easy to translate. The IBM Style Guide can help any organization improve and standardize content across authors, delivery mechanisms, and geographic locations.

	

	This expert guide contains...
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Numerical Methods for the Life Scientist: Binding and Enzyme Kinetics Calculated with GNU Octave and MATLABSpringer, 2011

	
		Enzyme kinetics, binding kinetics and pharmacological dose-response curves are currently analyzed by a few standard methods. Some of these, like Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics, use plausible approximations, others, like Hill equations for dose-response curves, are outdated. Calculating realistic reaction schemes requires numerical...
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Space Physics and Aeronomy, Ionosphere Dynamics and Applications (Geophysical Monograph Series Book 260) 1st EditionAmerican Geophysical Union, 2021

	
		A comprehensive review of global ionospheric research from the polar caps to equatorial regions

	
		It's more than a century since scientists first identified the ionosphere, the layer of the Earth’s upper atmosphere that is ionized by solar and cosmic radiation. Our understanding of this dynamic part of the...
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Computational Electromagnetics for RF and Microwave EngineeringCambridge University Press, 2005
The numerical approximation of Maxwell's equations, Computational Electromagnetics (CEM), has emerged as a crucial enabling technology for radio-frequency, microwave and wireless engineering. The three most popular 'full-wave' methods - the Finite Difference Time Domain Method, the Method of Moments, and the Finite Element Method - are introduced...
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The Boundary Element Method with Programming: For Engineers and ScientistsSpringer, 2008
This is a thorough, yet understandable text about the boundary element method (BEM), an attractive alternative to the finite element method (FEM). It not only explains the theory, but also deals with the implementation into computer code written in FORTRAN 95 (software can be freely downloaded). Applications range from potential problems to static...
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Numerical Mathematics and ComputingCengage Learning, 2007

	Authors Ward Cheney and David Kincaid show students of science and engineering the potential computers have for solving numerical problems and give them ample opportunities to hone their skills in programming and problem solving. The text also helps students learn about errors that inevitably accompany scientific computations and arms them...
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